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Thessis
Seismic profiling
p
is an
a importan
nt techniquee for analyzing the und
derlying
geolo
ogic structure of region
ns. Implemeenting seism
mic refractio
on techniqu
ues to betterr
undeerstand the structure off Deer Run Heights,
H
jusst above thee Brewster R
River, will
provide addition
nal informattion about the
t potentiaal for slope ffailure along the ridge.
The relationship
r
p between th
he depth, slope and com
mposition o
of the underrlying
mateerials correlates to the tendencies
t
of mass wassting eventss. A compreehensive
analy
ysis of the sttructure, materials and
d environmeental factors that charaacterize the
ridgee will presen
nt data regaarding the im
mpending frrequency off landslides in our
comm
munities, heelping comm
munities preepare for im
mpending daangers.
Absttract
The 2009
9 seismic refraction surrvey revealeed material velocities o
of nearly
18,00
00 ft/s. Velocities greaater than 12,000 ft/s in dicate metaamorphic ro
ocks. The
veloccities obtain
ned along th
he ridge, as well
w as the p
parallel surrvey lines (o
one atop and
d
one at
a the base of
o the ridge)), confirmed
d a horizon far beneath
h the sand couplets.
This layer slopess toward the Brewster River, with
h a deeper laayer of accu
umulation
neareer the face of
o the Brewster River Ridge.
R
At thee base of thee slide, beyo
ond the riveer
towaard the elem
mentary scho
ool, a third layer
l
was reevealed at o
only 12 feet below the
surfaace. The hig
gh velocity of
o this
partiicular layer, which was
17,82
25 ft/s, sugg
gests that itt is
the metamorphi
m
ic rock that has
shaped Vermontt’s rugged slopes.
Figurre 1 shows a topograph
hic
map of the regio
on, as well as the
hree seismic
locattion of the th
surveey lines.
Intro
oduction
The landsslides that have
h
occurrred in Jeffeersonville arre

Figgure 1. Map o f Jeffersonvillee (G‐REF, 199
96).
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associated with a ridge known as Deer Run Ridge. The ridge extends nearly 1500’,
confined at its base by the Brewster River (G‐REF, 1996). The ridge, which is
adjacent to the village of Jeffersonville, is difficult to define. It precedes the
relatively flat farmland that lies to the west of the Green Mountains and extends to
Lake Champlain. The ridge is at the base of Mount Mansfield, steeped both in
rugged history and terrain. The geologic history of the region includes the repeated
submergence by glacial lakes from ice‐dammed rivers. The upper portion of the
ridge was deposited as the last glacial lake receded (Wright, 2003). The ridge is
bound on either side by a river, the Brewster to the west, and an unnamed brook to
the east. The Brewster is constricted at the far south of the ridge by the rugged
bedrock at Jeffersonville Falls. From the falls, the river carves toward the ridge and
flows adjacent to its steep banks to its outlet at the Lamoille River, which is just
beyond the ridge.
The intersection of the Jeffersonville alluvial fan, which the village is built
upon, and the northern edge of Mount Mansfield’s slopes, from which the Brewster
River flows, provides an ideal location for slope failure. It is the junction of steep
slopes, high flow rates and the valley. These factors collide with the added
dimension of the unstable ridge of glacio‐lacustrine deposits (Forsberg, 2007). The
Jeffersonville Landslide has been a persistent location for the erosion caused by
slope failure due to the shearing soil types that are present at this location (Nichols,
2002). The primary cause of slope failure is the steep slope that persists along the
ridge and the statigraphy. A significant contribution to this failure is the increased
pore pressure of the silt and fine sand, which comprise the ridge (Forsberg, 2007).
When above average rainfall persists, these fine materials become saturated. As the
saturation of these materials subsides, the air voids in the medium intensify the
overall instability of the ridge (Wright, 2003).
The aim of the seismic research at Jeffersonville was to define the geology of
the Deer Run Ridge. Understanding the composition and depth of the materials that
the ridge is composed of, specifically the bedrock geology, will provide assistance us
in projecting the longevity of sliding tendencies along the ridge.
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Histo
ory
Records of
o slope failure have beeen documeented througghout the T
Twentieth
centu
ury. Accord
ding to the Vermont
V
Geo
ological Surrvey, the mo
ost recent sllides were iin
2008
8, 2006 and 1999, with three landsslides occurrring in 1999. During th
he 1999
trilog
gy, a home was
w lost to the
t slope faiilure that th
he slides creeated (Becker et al.,
2009
9). The slop
pe continuess to deteriorrate, amplify
fying the pro
ospects of a catastroph
he
(Forsberrg, 2007). A
According to
o the 2009 ggeologic
map in Figure
F
2, theere are two predominant
metamorphic layerss in the imm
mediate regiion. The
rock type (Chg) thatt strikes thrrough the ceenter of the
map in Figure
F
2, wh
hich is a mem
mber of thee Belvidere
Mountain formation
n (amphibollite and green stone), is
the locattion of the laandslides an
nd the seism
mic survey,
which is discussed b
below. The surroundin
ng formation
Figu
ure 2. Jeffersonville
Geo
ology (VGS, 2009).

(Cug) is another
a
greeen stone fo
ormation. The thin,
green lin
nes represen
nt the majorr roads thatt traverse

the region. Routte 15 travels from east to west (low
wer horizon
ntal line), ro
oute 108
traveels from norrth to south and the Ho
ogback Road
d travels to tthe east from route
108. Deer Run Heights
H
is th
he only acceess to the noorth side of the ridge, w
where the
mostt recent slides and a handful of residences exi st. The acceess to this steep, windyy
road is to the east of the Belvidere form
mation from
m route 15. If this regio
on, as well as
the entirety
e
of th
he ridge con
ntinues to errode, the fu
uture of the flood plain known as
the to
own of Jeffeersonville an
nd the recreeation field of Cambridge Elementtary is
uncertain.
ns were fold
ded during tthe Taconic and Acadiaan orogeniess,
Vermont’s mountain
t
weatheered as the glaciers
g
adv
vanced and retreated, sshearing theeir surface
and then
he alluvial
(Wright, 2003). From the stteep banks of
o the Jefferrsonville Lan
ndslide to th
fan on
o the west of
o the river,, the verticaal distance iss more than
n forty‐six m
meters
(Nich
hols, 2002). The slope of the Brew
wster River R
Ridge rangees from 25 tto 50%
(Forssberg, 2007
7). The face of
o the Jefferrsonville Lan
ndslide strikes north at the
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north
hern edge of Mount Maansfield’s forrest and thee eastern ed
dge of the Brrewster
Riverr. The Brew
wster is a no
orth flowingg tributary oof the Lamoiille River, w
which flows
westt through the region tow
ward Lake Champlain.
C
The soils of the landsliide are
mosttly sand and
d clay, with silty
s
clay sillls and grav el underton
nes, which in
ncrease to
glaciaal till atop sedimentary
s
y rock (Wrigght, 2003).
The geop
physical exp
ploration of Deer Run H
Heights and the Brewsteer River hass
been
n an ongoing
g process by
y students and
a professiionals throu
ughout the n
northeasterrn
Uniteed States. In
n order to better
b
underrstand the ggeologic stru
uctures of th
he region,
many
y techniques have been
n employed during the Twentieth C
Century. Reecently,
Specialty Drilling and Invesstigations off Burlington
n, VT installeed four mon
nitoring
wellss on the Breewster Riverr Ridge (Beccker et al., 2
2009). These depths wiill be
referrred to in the discussion
n section off this paper.
Surv
vey Method
ds and Equipment
Two surv
veys were reecently com
mpleted at th
he site: a top
pographic ssurvey and a
seism
mic refractio
on survey. The
T topograaphic surveyy data weree analyzed b
by Norwich
University. Thiss provided researchers
r
with
an acccurate definition of thee region’s
conto
ours. The seeismic refraaction surveey
was completed
c
by
b Johnson State Collegge
(JSC)) students, in
n conjunctio
on with Geo
orge
Sprin
ngston, a ressearch associate at Norrwich
University. The depth of the soil horizo
ons
and the
t depth off bedrock were
w
estimatted

Figgure 3. Geopho
one Detail. (Kaanat. 2009)

using
g the data ob
btained from
m this surveeying
techn
nique.
B
Rivver Ridge w
was completted using a
The topographic surrvey of the Brewster
total mapping sttation, whicch has a buillt‐in data coollector. First, a loop w
was surveyed
d
in thee field abov
ve the landsllide to estab
blish the loccation. Then
n, the wood
ded banks
leadiing to the Brrewster Riv
ver were surrveyed. Thiis allowed th
he definition of alluviall
fans, gullies, wassh‐outs, cutt backs and the
t banks oof the Brewsster River below.
Erosiion persistss along the ridge,
r
with two
t
promin
nent gullies ccutting into
o the ridge
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along the western face of the field. Trees and sediment are washing toward the
river from the top of the ridge within these gullies.
Seismic refraction techniques were also employed at Deer Run Ridge. The
locations of the three survey lines are marked in Figure 1. The map in this figure
shows the Brewster River cutting sharply along the western base of the Brewster
River Ridge to the Lamoille River. Seismic surveying has been used since the early
1920’s to explore geologic structures for petroleum deposits (Haeni, 1988). This
geophysical method measures the travel time of compressional waves through the
subsurface materials to a series of geophones (Figure 3), which transmit the data to
a seismograph. The underside of the geophone is a spike, which is secured in the
ground and the red and black connectors are attached to the seismic line, which
transmits the data to the seismograph. The application of physics, specifically
Snell’s Law, to these data allows the inference of the subsurface geology based on
mathematical calculations (Haeni, 1988). George Springston of Norwich University
was instrumental not only in the survey, but in the interpretation of the raw data
that were obtained.
Willebrord van Roijen Snell studied geometric optics and initiated the
foundation of geodesy during the Seventeenth Century. Snell’s Law, which was the
highlight of Snell’s work, is known as the Law of Refraction. The equation is:
sin  = V1/V2,
where V=velocity and  = angle of incidence (Redpath, 1973). This law governs the
refraction of sound waves across the boundary between layers having different
velocities. Figure 4 models the path of a wave through the ground, as it is refracted
and as the wave reflects the remaining energy of the wave. Part of the transmitted
energy is refracted and part of the energy is reflected when the wave intersects the
adjacent layer. When the angle of incidence equals the critical angle, the
compression energy is transmitted along the upper surface of the second layer at
the velocity of sound in the second layer. This energy creates new sound waves in
the upper medium (Huygens’ principle‐ every point on an advancing wave front can
be considered the source of a sound wave), which propagate back to the surface
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throu
ugh the initiial layer at an
a angle equ
ual to the crritical anglee and at the velocity of
soun
nd in layer one. When the
t refracted
d wave arrivves at the su
urface, it acctivates a
geophone and th
he arrival en
nergy is recorded on a seismograp
ph. If geoph
hones were
he ground in
n a geometrric array, arrrival times w
would be pllotted
spreaad out on th
yield
ding a time‐d
distance currve (Griffith
hs and King,, 1988).

Figuree 4. Propagation of Seismic Waves. (Park,, 2007).

Accordin
ng to Snell’s Law, sound
d waves diffferentiate laayers and th
he velocity o
of
the sound wavess that travell through th
he ground w
where it is im
mpacted, deescribe the
density and iden
ntify the und
derlying maaterial. The sound wavves in the rid
dge ranged
from
m 1,273 ft/s to
t 15,052 ftt/s, indicatin
ng weathereed surface m
material oveerlaying
sedim
mentary rocck. The third survey revealed anotther layer b
beneath thesse two, with
h
a velocity of 17,8
825 ft/s, ind
dicative of metamorphi
m
ic rock.
Seismic refraction
r
su
urvey techn
niques meassure the tim
me that it tak
kes for a
pression sou
und wave generated by
y a sound soource to travvel through
h layers of
comp
earth
h and back up
u to detecttors on the surface.
s
As the sound w
waves enterr the
indiv
vidual layerss they refract, abruptly
y changing tthe wave vellocity. Thiss sudden
change in velocity identifiess a variation
n in the matterial. This variation iss
charaacterized by
y density, which
w
permitts the identtity of the m
material and the depth o
of
the material
m
ben
neath the su
urvey line (M
McCarthy, 1 998).
Proccedure
mic survey involved
i
lay
ying out 12 ggeophones along a 110
0‐foot line.
The seism
The line
l
was con
nnected to a seismograaph and a 12
2‐volt batterry. An alum
minum block
k
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was placed
d one meterr perpendicu
ular to the
line at geop
phone one, which was one meter
from the b
beginning off the line. A sledge‐
was connecteed to the seeismograph
hammer w
via a cablee, as shown iin Figure 5, which was
taped to th
he upper paart of the ham
mmer’s
handle. Th
he hammer was used to
o strike the
block with
h as much fo
orce as possible. The
energy thaat the groun
nd received was
transmitteed to the seismograph aas sound
waves. Th
he velocity o
of the wavess through
the ground
d is relativelly constant throughoutt
Figu
ure 4. Sledge‐h
hammer with
Seismogram Cablee (Kanat 2009
9).

a given meedium. Wheen the sound
d waves
enter a diffferent horizzon of materrial, the
velocity reeflects and rrefracts. Th
he arrival
time of thee waves at tthe seismograph
indicates tthe velocity of the wavees. An imagge
of the seism
mograph sccreen is in F
Figure 6.
These dataa are used to determinee the type
and depth of each soill horizon beeneath the
geophoness.
Thrree lines weere surveyed
d, each
striking neear north, ro
oughly paraallel to the
ridge’s w
westerly facee at the nortthern edge

Figu
ure 5. Exploraation Seismogrram Screen
(Kan
nat 2009).

of the Breewster Riveer Uplands C
Communityy
Trust Fieeld. This fielld is the onlly portion of

oded; the erroding slopees are wood
ded. In som
me of these
the ridge top thaat is not woo
a being co
onsumed by
y rotational sslumping ass the fine un
nderlying
areass the trees are
mateerials are eroded. Two of the seism
mic surveys were east o
of the Brewsster, on the
westtern and easstern sides of
o the ridge,, respective ly. The thirrd survey w
was on the
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west side of the Brewster River, at the edge of the school property. The first survey
was completed on the sixth of November 2009, the second on the thirteenth and the
third on the twentieth of December 2009. For each survey, the data was plotted on
a time versus distance plot. Steady slopes and clear velocities were sought. Figure 6
shows the third graph that was created at the second survey sight. Best‐fit lines
were drawn through the points, revealing a steady slope for each material detected.
Shorter slope distances on the time‐distance plot indicate shallower layers, and
conversely longer distance indicate deeper layer. The accuracy of a time‐distance
plot can be confirmed by vertically aligned points on the graph (Griffiths, 1988).
Each survey was shot forward from geophone one to twelve, and then was
reversed from geophone twelve to one. The horizontal distance from the origin
represents the distance of each geophone from the point of impact and the
seismograph. Each series of points at the geophone locations represent the various
recordings that were obtained using the forward, reverse and center‐reverse shots
(Figure 6). When the arrival times of the waves were consistent and strong at a
particular geophone, that geophone was locked to prevent the distortion of the data
by loud vehicles and equipment that were operating in the vicinity. During a
portion of each survey, the two center geophones were also disconnected. This
allowed the sound waves to concentrate toward the ends of each line. This
converged the wave reception to the outer geophones. Each survey line was shot
one meter beyond the end of the line, providing affirmation about the material’s
characteristics. The velocities and the distances were plotted, as shown in Figure 6
on the next page. Images of the survey plots, spreadsheets of the field book data and
images of the calculations are included in the appendix. The line segments on the
plots were interpreted mathematically in order to identify information about each
material’s characteristics. This is examined in the following section.
Discussion
The two surveys in the field revealed two horizons on the graphs, while the
third survey showed three clear horizons. These data suggest the underlying
geologic structure of this localized region. Nichols (2002) found that the landslide
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soils are glacial lake sediments composed mostly of silt and fine sand couplets. This
layer is overlain by less than two meters of gravel and sand.
The findings of the seismic survey are that a metamorphic rock formation lies
beneath the deep layer of material atop the ridge. This layer slopes steeply toward
the river. The Brewster River has not only eroded its basin as it roars from its
mountainous origin, but it has contributed to the weakness of the ridge’s toe, as fine
saturated materials succumb to both moisture and gravity. The ridge protrudes
nearly 150 feet above the river. The survey revealed a solid horizon at 66 beneath
the surface to the west (toward the river) and at 46 feet to the east of the field atop
the ridge. At the base of the ridge the horizon was 33 feet beneath the surface. This
means that there is a change in elevation of more than one hundred feet from the
river side of the field to the base of the ridge across the Brewster River, with about
the same horizontal distance.
The velocities of the materials do not parallel one another at all horizons,
indicating that there may be a horizon that is exclusive to surveys 1 and 3. This
would further support the risk of mass wasting at this site. A horizon of rock that
does not extend across the field could be a strong indication of an even steeper slope
of bedrock along the face of the ridge toward the opposite side of the Brewster
River. This is suspected as the initial survey did not reveal velocities high enough to
be indicative of metamorphic rock. This means that the metamorphic rock is buried
far beneath the horizon of sedimentary rock , but the metamorphic rock is
seismically visible at the second survey. A comprehensive exploration of the
collective data that has been compiled would clarify and strengthen the basis of the
findings of all research.
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Velocity Depth to sub‐
Corresponding Materials
(ft/s)
layer (feet)
West Side of Brewster River Ridge 11/6
1342
66
Dry sand, gravel or weathered
surface material

Layer 2
9140
East Side of Brewster River Ridge 11/13
Layer 1
1365
46

Sandstone, shale or limestone

Dry sand, gravel or weathered
surface material
Layer 2
13,655
Metamorphic rock or
limestone
Base of Ridge at Cambridge Elementary and Brewster River 11/20
Layer 1
653
7
Weathered surface material
Layer 2
6749
33
Sandstone
Layer 3
17825
Granite or metamorphic rock
Table 1. Seismic Survey Results and Comparative Data (Redpath, 1973)

This survey reveals the depth and type of material within the horizons
beneath the field, as well as the riverbank opposite the slide area. The
calculations of the depths of the material horizons are based on Springston (2009),
Redpath (1973) and Haeni’s (1988) resources. The velocities of the different
materials indicate that the deepest layers on the ridge are metamorphic rock. The
tables in which these data were found are in the appendices of the Redpath
document (1973). The deepest layer on the school side of the river was determined
to be either igneous or metamorphic rock. Table 1 is the compilation of the
calculated data from the seismic survey. The sketch in Figure 7 depicts the findings
of the survey, as well as the depths of the monitoring wells. The wells were installed
July of 2009 by Specialty Drilling and Investigation of Burlington, Vermont. Their
data and field notes were of interest as the borings depths that they obtained were
similar to the horizon revealed by the seismic survey at the Brewster River Ridge.
Future Work
The monitoring wells that were placed in the Brewster River Uplands
Community Trust Field allow researchers to observe the subsurface saturation
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pointts througho
out the year.. Time Dom
main Reflectoometry (TD
DR) cables h
have also
been
n drilled into
o the field. TDR
T cables present info
formation ab
bout any ho
orizontal
shearring that miight occur as
a the land slumps
s
towaard the Brew
wster. The western
face of
o the field is
i continuallly being meeasured for material losss along thee bank.
Forsb
berg (2009)) calculated
d a loss of 0.6
61 meter peer year. A stream gage has been
instaalled so that the Brewstter may be monitored
m
ffor seasonall changes in
n velocity
and depth,
d
which may correelate to masss wasting eevents. A raain gauge haas also been
n
instaalled at one of the residences on Deeer Run Heiights. Norw
wich Univerrsity
exam
mined the stability of th
he soil types that were p
presented in
n soil borings on the
Brew
wster River Ridge.
R
Thesse data will be compile d and analyyzed elsewh
here.

Figuree 7. Profile of Brewster
B
Riveer Ridge

Concclusion
The Jefferrsonville Laandslide is an
a active sitte of slope in
nstability. T
The bedrock
k
geolo
ogy of the im
mmediate arrea suggests that the riidge will con
ntinue to exxperience
cutbaacks until th
he ridge is sufficiently eroded.
e
Thee steep anglle at which tthe
subsu
urface geolo
ogy folds, afffirms the teendencies oof the fine ovverlain mateerials to
succu
umb to grav
vitational fo
orces. The weak
w
pore p
pressure in tthese materrials due to
void space, as well
w as the stteep slopes of
o the Brew
wster River R
Ridge and th
he erosion o
of
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the river below can only assure the continued failure of the glacial sediments. This
site will continue to be an ideal location for research by students and professionals.
As more data are collected by the array of techniques that are being implemented
and employed, we will be better informed about the tendencies and hazards that are
imminent along the Brewster River Ridge and the town below. The amalgamation of
the data and research that has developed within individual projects will be an
important process. It will present the ridge as an accrual of data that represents the
slope as a shearing force. Continued monitoring of the area will help the community
plan for the future, as well as provide a unique learning opportunity for its citizens.
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